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Embedding quality into everything we do 
Digital transformation isn’t a one-time thing or a singular journey. Over the next several years, every organization will likely undergo 
dozens—even hundreds—of small digital transformations spanning the entire business. One example is the move to the all-flash data center, 
which has resulted in a new set of requirements. To meet the needs of this all-flash transformation, IT organizations need more from their 
storage and a structured approach to end-to-end, total quality management. This is what Hewlett Packard Enterprise delivers with the 
industry’s most flexible flash portfolio and quality embedded into everything we do. 

Introduction 
All-flash storage is now the new normal, producing a new set of requirements that go beyond the performance, cost, or hardware 
redundancy of an individual flash array. IT organizations need solutions to simplify operations across the data center, mitigate risks from 
edge to core to cloud and support Hybrid IT transformation. 

HPE all-flash storage meets these needs by being predictive, cloud ready, and timeless. For example, it is the only storage smart enough to 
predict and prevent issues before they impact a business. Using HPE 3PAR Storage as an example, this white paper describes how, through 
the incorporation of total quality management throughout each process and stage of development, HPE delivers storage solutions that 
exceed customer quality expectations. 

“At Hewlett Packard Enterprise, quality is everyone’s responsibility and it’s accelerating 
time to value. 

We are committed to continually improving and meeting requirements by embedding 
quality in everything we do. 

We earn customers’ trust by delivering exceptional experiences through partnering, 
innovation, and a bias for action.” 

– Antonio Neri, President and CEO, HPE 

HPE Storage Point of View 
HPE’s strategy is to deliver a focused, world-class storage portfolio comprised of flash storage arrays, data protection solutions, and 
hyper-converged systems that help our customers keep their businesses running, deliver new products and services faster, and support data 
mobility and scalability for Hybrid IT. We achieve this with a storage portfolio that features predictive, cloud ready, and timeless all-flash 
storage for fast and reliable access to data both on-premises and off. 

Predictive 
HPE InfoSight is a cloud-based AI platform that fundamentally changes how storage is managed and supported. Through cloud-based 
machine learning, it predicts and prevents the problems that cause application disruptions and eliminates the guesswork in managing 
storage. HPE InfoSight improves customer experience by streamlining the operation and the management of the array. HPE InfoSight is 
currently supported for HPE 3PAR and HPE Nimble Storage and HPE is committed to extending their machine learning across the 
HPE storage and server portfolio.  

Cloud ready 
One of the main drivers of cloud in storage is the perceived agility and cost benefits. As a result, IT admins are being asked to devise a cloud 
strategy, to take advantage of cloud-related offerings ranging from cloud-inspired capabilities to the public cloud itself. To help our 
customers evolve their infrastructure to take advantage of the cloud, HPE 3PAR Storage includes composable storage automation from 
server to SAN to array for on-premises private clouds. In addition, HPE StoreOnce Cloud Bank Storage allows for copies of HPE 3PAR 
resident data to be sent to the public cloud for as little as $0.001 per GB per month. Once the data is in the cloud, virtual HPE StoreOnce 
instances can be spun up in the cloud to directly access the data. 

https://www.hpe.com/storage/flash
https://www.hpe.com/storage/infosight
https://www.hpe.com/storage/StoreOnce
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Timeless 
Technology purchase and refresh doesn’t have to be painful. HPE ensures that the investment you make today, will carry through to the 
future. This includes: all-inclusive licensing, a data reduction guarantee based on workload, a 6-nines availability guarantee, the ability to 
eliminate forklift upgrades, future-proofing for new technologies like Storage Class Memory (SCM) and NVMe as well as consumption 
flexibility to allow for pay-as-you-go business models. 

“None of HPE’s competitors have the predictive capabilities of HPE InfoSight. The 
cross-stack analytics will save my team tremendous time troubleshooting our complex 
environment. InfoSight for 3PAR is going to make a big impact for our business and 
theirs.” 

– Morten Nyhuus-Eriksen, Global Head of Storage & Backup, Basefarm 

HPE 3PAR Storage 
HPE 3PAR Storage is flexible, scalable Tier-1 all-flash storage with the broadest set of storage features to provide a cloud-ready foundation 
for Hybrid IT. Built to meet the extreme requirements of massively consolidated cloud service providers, HPE 3PAR Storage transforms 
midrange and enterprise deployments with solutions from a few TBs to more than 20 PB scale, allowing customers to consolidate. Mixed and 
unpredictable workloads with unified storage that scales to over 3M IOPS and delivers consistent sub-ms latency. 

All HPE 3PAR models are built on a single flash-optimized architecture, run the exact same HPE 3PAR Operating System, and offer a 
common set of enterprise data services. HPE 3PAR arrays can natively replicate and federate amongst each other without the need for any 
external replication or virtualization appliance. All models also offer features such as support for unification of block and file protocols and 
the use of spinning media to further optimize costs.  

In addition, the HPE 3PAR 20000 Storage system features an eight-node-capable backplane that supports two to eight-controller nodes. 
This enterprise class of flash storage is ideal for massive consolidation. The HPE 3PAR 8000 and 9000 Storage systems feature either a 
dual-node- or quad-node-capable architecture which eliminates the tradeoffs associated with most midrange storage solutions. Dual 
controller architectures suffer from “cache write through mode” with the loss of a controller. In this scenario, writes are not signaled complete 
to the host until the data is on the backend disk which significantly impacts performance. HPE 3PAR systems with 4 nodes or more maintain 
high and predictable service levels even in the event of a cache or controller node failure by avoiding cache write-through mode. 

 

Figure 1. HPE 3PAR Storage portfolio 

https://www.hpe.com/info/3par
https://www.hpe.com/solutions/hybridIT
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“Being a bank, the availability of our applications is crucial to the financial success of our 
clients and our organization. Achieving 100% uptime over 5-years across 3 HPE 3PAR 
Storage arrays has delivered unprecedented reliability.” 

– Ryan Burgess, Manager, Technology Infrastructure, BlueShore Financial 

Like all HPE products, assuring the quality of HPE 3PAR Storage begins with the design process and continues throughout our in-depth 
quality assurance processes, and even extends to the way that quality is carried through to our post-installation technical services and 
support. HPE has implemented a rigorous quality assurance processes to support HPE 3PAR Storage, backed by quality testing processes 
that span storage software and system design, with every aspect of the software tested by individual quality assurance groups. With these 
quality management processes in place, HPE 3PAR Storage has become the #1 midrange enterprise storage platform and one of the fastest 
growing all-flash platforms in the industry, and has helped HPE Storage become a leader in both Gartner’s General Purpose and Solid State 
Magic Quadrants. 

The most flexible storage platform  
HPE 3PAR features a modern, unique, hardware-accelerated architecture designed with a core built around resilience, performance and rich 
data services. Unlike many legacy systems, HPE 3PAR features a highly virtualized design that abstracts physical media, whether it’s 
spinning disks or flash media, from the data layer. This unique design characteristic allows HPE 3PAR systems to take an unprecedented 
approach to storage where the architecture isn’t designed around specific types of storage medium, allowing it to adapt to any type of 
underlying storage. The advantage of this approach is that HPE 3PAR systems aren’t limited by the technology of yesterday or today and 
instead can embrace new technologies as they become available. This is evident in the platform’s rapid adoption of every key storage 
technology as it has become available. 

Some of factors that make HPE 3PAR Storage unique from a quality perspective include:  

• Single architecture—With a single architecture spanning from the midrange to the high end and including all-flash models as well as 
hybrid arrays, HPE 3PAR Storage is able to deliver the same high level of quality across the entire product line. This consistency boosts 
storage manageability and helps maintain a uniform storage infrastructure, especially when it comes to disaster recovery.  

• Ease of use—HPE 3PAR is self-configuring, self-provisioning, and self-healing and extends this ease of use to the SAN by centralizing 
configuration and management tasks down to a few simple commands. This reduces the probability of human errors through automation 
for a more resilient fabric. It is an application embedded in HPE StoreFabric SAN hosts, switches and software on HPE 3PAR. HPE Smart 
SAN collects intelligence from the SAN and enables HPE 3PAR to orchestrate configuration, settings and policies in a SAN.  

• Data integrity—HPE 3PAR assures full data integrity by performing end-to-end data integrity checks that ensure that the data sent from 
a host is exactly the same data written to (and, later, read from) a SSD. This has become of paramount importance where a single array is 
now handling hundreds of thousands of IOPS, and with technologies like deduplication sharing application data, the pressure on a single 
system to guarantee consistency is immense. 

• Business continuity—HPE 3PAR enables the stretching of fabrics across multiple geographically close data centers and, when combined with 
array-native Remote Copy replication, a feature called Peer Persistence allows automatic handling of fabric, array and even complete site 
failure. Peer Persistence enables simplified management and automatic recovery scenarios by stretching VMware vSphere®, Microsoft® 
Hyper-V, SQL, Oracle and many other cluster-aware services over multiple locations. All without any additional hardware or software.  

• Federated data mobility—HPE 3PAR optimizes storage resources at the data center level rather than the system level with the ability to 
nondisruptively shift application workloads. Support for storage federation helps HPE 3PAR Storage customers eliminate data migration 
as a pain point when undergoing a technology refresh with their primary storage systems. 

• Data protection—HPE Recovery Manager Central (RMC) software integrates HPE 3PAR Storage with HPE StoreOnce Systems to provide 
a converged snapshot, replication and backup service that augments traditional backup processes. Combining the performance of 
snapshots and replication with the protection of backups, RMC enables fast, efficient, reliable, and simple protection for business-critical 
applications. 
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The HPE 3PAR Storage quality assurance model 
HPE builds its products using strict governance and the highest quality standards. Quality improvement is a continuous process that includes 
our customer-centric approach, which allows us to apply customer feedback throughout product development, testing, delivery, and support.  

When it comes to quality, you can expect two key outcomes with your HPE 3PAR Storage solution: 

1. High data/system availability as measured by system uptime 

2. High reliability as measured by the system performing at optimal efficiency  

Based on a closed-loop process and monitored by metrics, HPE has adopted a quality-assurance model that promotes the highest levels of 
quality. HPE 3PAR Storage systems running HPE 3PAR OS 3.2.2 MU4 or 3.2.2 MU6 have demonstrated the greatest availability. 
Furthermore, for mission-critical environments, HPE has the only enterprise flash array portfolio with 6–9s of guaranteed availability, across 
the HPE 3PAR and HPE Nimble Storage platforms. If customers experience less than 99.9999% availability—while following the simple 
terms of the HPE 3PAR and HPE Nimble Storage programs—HPE will work with them to resolve the issue and provide additional month(s) 
of support at no cost.1 

 

Figure 2. Quality influenced by the Life Cycle 

Driving quality with the Life Cycle model  
The Life Cycle model is designed to ensure quality, from design through execution and customer support. Within this model, the first step is 
to plan it right. HPE works to determine the right architecture to support customer and business requirements. Architectural choices 
determine product capabilities and are required to meet quality goals. For example, critical choices made in the planning phase are 
responsible for allowing customers to consolidate transaction- and throughput-intensive workloads onto the same HPE 3PAR array through 
support for mixed workloads. This allows customers to not only consolidate more applications onto the array, but means that in many cases 
it’s possible to achieve results with a single system that previously required two or more storage arrays.  

The next step in the process is to design it right. HPE applies the latest design tools and techniques, including user-centered design (UCD), a 
structured approach for working with customers during design and development. To further ensure quality at the design stage, HPE employs a 
number of design-for-reliability tools such as FMEA, fault tree analysis, and block diagrams. We then track those designs through prototyping, 
alpha and beta testing, production, and operation at customer sites all over the world. Throughout this process, we use metrics to tell us how 
we’re doing and where we need to make adjustments and improvements. HPE uses a hierarchical approach to testing that starts with automated 
unit testing with fault injection (lab) to integration testing (software quality assurance) to solution validation (SERT). 

 
 
1 Subject to customer qualification and compliance with the HPE 3PAR Get 6-Nines Guarantee Program Terms and Conditions. Learn more at HPE Get 6-Nines Guarantee. 

https://www.hpe.com/storage/nimblestorage
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA5-2846ENN.pdf
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The importance of intelligent design is a major factor in the unique capabilities built into HPE 3PAR Storage. For example, HPE 3PAR has a 
history of being at the forefront of the industry by integrating the latest enterprise-class, solid-state drive (SSD) technologies. This 
investment protection continues with a seamless path to emerging technologies such as storage class memory (SCM) and NVM Express 
(NVMe). This future-proofed solution is powered by HPE 3PAR’s modern architecture which easily adapts to any type of underlying storage. 

The next phase in the Life Cycle model requires HPE to source it right. This means that we take the time to make sure the components that 
go into each and every system are compatible, interoperable, and sourced by the right supplier or partner. These components are tested at 
the unit and system levels during development and production. Close attention to supply chain economics is where HPE excels, enabling the 
company to bring excellent products to market. 

After we have assembled the best materials, we build it right. HPE operates multiple World Wide manufacturing facilities that comply to 
HPE quality standards. After the assembly process is complete, manufacturing tests, inspections and audits are performed to ensure the 
components and the systems meet or exceed HPE quality before they are shipped to the end customer.  

Part of HPE’s commitment to customers is the company’s pledge to sell it right. For example, HPE 3PAR Storage is the most flexible unified 
storage for the all-flash data center. It’s a great choice for midsize organizations, enterprises, and service providers that want cost-effective 
Tier-1 scale and performance combined with the broadest set of storage features. Organizations can start with a few terabytes in a single 
system and scale to over eighty petabytes in a four-system federation with a common OS, feature set, and management. With close to 
80,000 HPE 3PAR systems shipped during the last decade, HPE sales engineers know when HPE 3PAR Storage provides customers with 
the most suitable solution for instant application provisioning, simplifying operations, and reducing TCO. We track customer engagements 
with metrics that tell us our HPE 3PAR arrays are solving the right business problems for the right customers.  

After we sell a system, HPE’s relationship with customers isn’t over—it’s just beginning. This is where HPE engineers become a critical 
element in enabling us to support it right. For example, every HPE 3PAR provides fully integrated remote support designed into the 
product core with support for monitoring, alarms and alerts, event filtering, diagnostic and maintenance scripts, easy software upgrades, and 
patch management and application. HPE 3PAR remote support tools also offer real-time monitoring and information extraction tools. In 
addition to the tools, we monitor every installation and track and report all issues through a closed-loop corrective-action process. Metrics, 
surveys, and checklists help produce a smooth process and repeatable success, which helps ensure that HPE storage solutions are deployed 
correctly and that the customer is satisfied—on the day of delivery and for years to come.  

In addition, HPE InfoSight is a cloud-based AI platform for HPE 3PAR customers, that provides customers unique insights for proactive and 
predictive analytics, alerting, monitoring and reporting of their data center storage infrastructure. HPE InfoSight is designed to promote and 
simplify customer self-service and provides flexible and personalized system wellness alert notifications for HPE 3PAR StoreServ Storage in 
customer’s data center environment. HPE InfoSight’s proactive and predictive recommendations and remediation actions enable customers 
to maximize asset utilization and to optimize their storage data center. 

HPE InfoSight analyses HPE 3PAR StoreServ Storage telemetry data to find unique fault signatures across the entire install base and alerts 
HPE Support personnel when a HPE 3PAR StoreServ Storage system is exposed. HPE then opens a support case and proactively informs 
the customer and initiates remediation actions. This enables customers to prevent system outages and aids in proactive update and patch 
planning. 

Storage analytics through HPE InfoSight is available on the go, through web interface and is supported on smart devices. Proactive and 
Predictive Storage analytics provided by HPE InfoSight, therefore delivers unique insights to make better data center decisions. 

If customers experience less than 99.9999% availability—while following the simple terms of the HPE 3PAR and HPE Nimble Storage 
programs—HPE will work with them to resolve the issue and provide additional month(s) of support at no cost2 HPE services ensure that 
the arrays in this program are always running. 

The HPE Support organization is structured to handle diverse customer needs, including the continuous delivery of product enhancements, 
assisting customers with changing business needs, and standing ready to solve customer issues that might arise. The use of a closed 
feedback loop means that customers and support engineers can directly influence design, sales, and delivery processes—and that metrics 
monitor support performance and highlight areas with potential for improvement. 

The Life Cycle makes everyone at HPE responsible for ensuring that quality is built into each of these six stages, and throughout HPE. Each 
of us, from HPE engineers to our account representatives to our senior executives, understands the importance of quality and its 
significance to customers throughout the world. 

 
 
2 Subject to customer qualification and compliance with the HPE 3PAR Get 6-Nines Guarantee Program Terms and Conditions. Learn more at HPE Get 6-Nines Guarantee. 

https://www.hpe.com/storage/infosight
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA5-2846ENN.pdf
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HPE Total Quality Management System 

 

Figure 3. Customer-defined quality 

Building on the quality obtained through the Life Cycle, HPE also employs the HPE Total Quality Management System, a process in which all 
HPE operations and departments share a singular focus on the customer’s definition of quality. As seen in the illustration above, each of the 
six areas is focused on sustaining high levels of quality, and continuous quality improvement, as defined by our customers. Quality with all 
products and services is something HPE takes seriously and without compromise.  

Agile methodology  
In many industries, the “waterfall” approach to testing—allowing defects to build up and then resolving them all at once—is common. This 
approach may also combine all of a system’s components in “big bang” integration, with all testing moved to the end of the project. The 
waterfall methodology can introduce problems stemming from the use of untested components, and it can make thorough testing more 
difficult because of interdependencies between different major systems. This approach also constrains testing and QA with schedules and 
time-to-market pressures. 

At HPE, storage product testing is an important contributor to customer satisfaction as well as a key reason for the extraordinary reliability 
of HPE 3PAR Storage. This is why we continue to move to an Agile model for all development and testing. HPE conducts testing at every 
phase of the product lifecycle, from product idea to product retirement, in order to anticipate and forestall any potential problems. When a 
problem or defect is detected, we prioritize it by frequency of occurrence, severity, and how it can potentially impact performance and 
promote interventions during the development, integration, and test lifecycle processes. 

In hardware, firmware, and software, the goal of testing and verification for HPE 3PAR Storage is to find problems at the lowest possible level 
of testing—in environments that are narrow and where diagnosis is relatively simple. Finding defects in a controlled test environment makes 
testing, debugging, and verification easier and helps reduce the time needed to get the product to market. The HPE testing method starts at 
the unit level to find and fix unit-localized defects, then the sub-system level to eliminate unit-to-unit interaction defects. Next, system-level 
testing is used to contain operational defects from escaping to the field. Finally, solution-level testing captures any interoperability defects 
that are fixed before final qualification. 

Hierarchical test structure 
To design it right, HPE employs a comprehensive test strategy and the latest design and test techniques. HPE uses a hierarchical test structure 
that is performed by a worldwide team of coordinated test organizations allowing for 24x7 test coverage. This hierarchical approach leverages 
HPE teams testing with increasing levels of system integration ranging from Feature Integration Testing to Customer-focused Testing. Together, 
all aspects of the HPE 3PAR product are tested and all HPE 3PAR OS release types are tested—new HPE 3PAR OS releases, Maintenance 
Updates, Patches. 
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HPE’s hierarchical test structure includes five areas of emphasis: Unit Testing, Feature Integration Testing, System Testing, Interoperability 
Testing and Customer-Focused Testing. 

• Unit Testing focus on testing a sub-component of HPE 3PAR OS independently (e.g., new functionality, or an enhancement). The 
objective of the test is to find code issues that are localized within the sub-component, and enable the developer to debug them in a more 
controlled environment, and verify the implemented fix quickly. These tests are typically designed by the developer and target certain 
areas of the code to verify that the code is working as expected. 

• Feature Integration Testing. Focus is on testing HPE 3PAR OS independently of other system components. Objective is to quickly find 
code regressions after integration. Tests are typically smaller, repeatable, are run more quickly and results are easier to debug. Tests are 
also fully automated using fault injections with hundreds of test executions run per 24-hour period. 

• System Testing. Focus is on testing all HPE 3PAR OS system features such as Remote Copy, Snapshots, Peer Motion, Compression, 
Dedupe, Adaptive Flash Cache with emphasis on their interaction, stability, usability, resiliency, and scalability. Tests also include online 
and offline upgrades. 

• Interoperability Testing. Focus is on testing server/OS/HBA/CNA/switch connectivity and interoperability. Tests validate I/O stack 
components in the datapath between server and HPE 3PAR storage and cover all combinations of supported HPE 3PAR storage and OSes. 
Multiple IOP protocols (FC, FCoE, iSCSI) are tested. Certification testing is also conducted with products from non-HPE storage partners. 

• Customer-Focused Testing. Focus is on testing customer-like configurations or “use cases” with scale and full solution testing, running a 
customer lifecycle. Testing uses customer-like I/O workloads and failure injections to simulate common hardware and system failures. 

HPE’s comprehensive test strategy ensures that all aspects of the HPE 3PAR product are tested including host compatibility, scalability, and 
connectivity; Feature stability and integration; System scalability, performance and resiliency; Management Interfaces and CLIs; and the 
stability and performance of the array backend (flash cache, HDDs, SSDs). 

The results of HPE’s test strategy is improved product quality AND user-accessible information: 

SPOCK. Storage interoperability components that have been tested and are supported for connectivity to the HPE 3PAR system can be 
found on HPE’s SPOCK (Single Point of Connectivity Knowledge) website. SPOCK is an online interactive database that can be searched via 
a web browser to identify what interoperability components are supported and the details of that support. 

HPE 3PAR Support Matrix. Repository of HW & SW supported feature combinations and their associated configuration limits, for all 
supported HPE 3PAR array models. Available via SPOCK.  

Storage Partner Hardware Compatibility Lists (HCLs). Interoperability testing includes certification testing with products from non-HPE 
Storage partners. HPE conducts in-house certification testing defined by its storage partners. Upon successful completion of the testing the 
HPE 3PAR product is listed as a supported product on the storage partner’s HCL. 

Implementation guides and best practices white papers. Whereas SPOCK and HCLs define what is supported with HPE 3PAR Storage, 
implementation guides and best practices guides describe how to configure the HPE 3PAR product with the supported server/OS platforms 
documented in SPOCK. 

HPE Storage Division Quality Forum 
Another way HPE ensures quality with storage products is through the HPE Storage Division Quality Forum, in which important quality 
metrics are reviewed regularly. 

During quality forum sessions, quality trends are monitored, updates on preventive actions are provided, and statistics are presented for the 
following industry-standard metrics: 

• Mean time between critical failure (MTBCF) that causes a data unavailability event 

• Availability (uptime) 

• Mean time to recover (MTTR) data availability 

HPE also sponsors a root cause analysis forum, in which multiple HPE engineering groups meet to analyze the latest data to determine root 
causes for all known issues, and come up with corrective and preventive actions. 

The Quality Forum extends to HPE vendor partners. A monthly meeting is held with HDD suppliers to ensure the quality process extends to 
all drives. This quality process is as follows: 

• Set HPE reliability expectations with suppliers and review their design against those goals early in the design process 

https://h20272.www2.hpe.com/spock/
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• Work closely with drive vendors to assess drive reliability data vs. goals in their prototype build phase 

• Fully qualify both the drive HW and FW to ensure that they meet HPE specs for operation in HPE 3PAR systems 

• During production, test all drives at HPE before shipment to a customer to weed out any remaining early life failures; failures are fed back 
to drive suppliers for corrective action 

• Monitor field quality of each drive during the lifetime of the drive; any issues found are escalated back to the drive vendor for failure 
analysis and corrective action 

Supply-chain testing 
HPE suppliers provide full-functional tests to meet HPE’s requirements and established quality goals. In addition, HPE verifies quality during 
the building process 

• At the PCA/assembly level, HPE suppliers perform Automated Optical Inspection (AOI), In-Circuit Test (ICT), functional board testing, and 
stress testing 

• With enclosures, HPE performs configuration checks, OS-based testing, full-functional system-level testing, and stress testing 

• With customer orders, HPE performs a customer configuration check, OS-based testing, full-functional system-level testing, and stress testing 

Conclusions  
To meet the demands of an all-flash data center, your data center infrastructure must be predictive, cloud ready, and timeless. You must 
demand solutions that are feature-rich and possess uncompromising quality to meet the needs of a business that grows more complex 
every day. These solutions must include storage that supports your mission-critical applications, while providing you with the flexibility to 
dynamically meet changing business needs. That’s why HPE takes every step possible to ensure uncompromising data availability and 
integrity, to proactively identify and eliminate hardware and software issues, and support consistently high service levels across HPE storage 
offerings. Our commitment to quality is also a commitment to you, our customer, through Total Quality Management. 

HPE 3PAR Storage is a powerful example of how the HPE Total Quality Management System ensures the highest levels of quality. 
The system’s hardware architecture and resiliency features eliminate single points of failure and, when deployed under the terms of the 
Get 6-Nines Guarantee Program, is able to deliver 99.9999 percent data availability guaranteed. Dedication to quality from the planning 
phase through design, execution, and support enable the platform to deliver rich data services, all-flash array performance, Tier-1 resiliency, 
and QoS features to support your mission-critical applications and beyond. Get ready for anything by starting small and scaling big with 
timeless HPE 3PAR Storage.  

Engage with your HPE sales professional or HPE partner to learn more about HPE 3PAR and our quality initiatives.  

For information on HPE 3PAR StoreServ Storage, go to: HPE 3PAR StoreServ Product Brochure 

Learn more at 
hpe.com/storage/3par 

http://www.hpe.com/info/getupdated
https://www.hpe.com/global/hpechat/index.html?jumpid=Collaterals_4AA5-2881ENW
http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http://www.hpe.com/h20195/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA5-2881ENW
http://twitter.com/home/?status=HPE%203PAR%20Storage%20Total%20Quality%20Commitment+@+https://www.hpe.com/h20195/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA5-2881ENW
http://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&ro=true&url=https://www.hpe.com/h20195/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA5-2881ENW&title=HPE%203PAR%20Storage%20Total%20Quality%20Commitment+&armin=armin
https://www.hpe.com/info/storeserv
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA5-2846ENW.pdf
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA3-2542ENW
http://www.hpe.com/storage/3par
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